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Figure 5. A schematic antenna tile layout.

drain wire, is connected to the metal chassis of the receiver,
ensuring a good discharge path for static electricity.

Sixteen dual polarisation active antenna elements form
a 4 × 4 regular grid on the ground screen. Each antenna
element consists of two sets of orthogonally mounted alu-
minium broadband dipole ‘bat-wings’, each pair directly
feeding a custom designed low-noise amplifier (LNA) cir-
cuit. The LNA circuit provides approximately 19 dB of gain
at 150 MHz when terminated at 50 ohms, and includes a
feed conversion from balanced to single ended. The LNA
circuit is powered from a 5-VDC bias supplied by the ana-
log beamformer. Antenna elements are mounted on the mesh
with one dipole aligned north–south and the other east–west.
While these active dipoles are broadband by design, the anti-
aliasing filter immediately prior to the digitisation stage in
the receiver limits the telescope operating range to approxi-
mately 80–300 MHz. The centre-to-centre element spacing
on the mesh is 1100 mm corresponding to half wavelength
separation at 136 MHz.

The signals from the 16 × 2 dipole antennas are wired
to the analog beamformer using a 50-ohm cable specified to
LMR-100. All these element cables are made to the same
length of 7 m to ensure that all antenna signals reach the
analog beamformer front panel with identical delays. As
mentioned above, these cables also carry the 5-VDC bias
from the beamformer to power the LNA circuits. Each of
the 32 channels in the analog beamformer has an indepen-
dently controlled 32-step delay using five binary-weighted
delay steps, each of which can be switched in or out. When
any delay step is switched out, a gain-matching circuit stub
is switched in to maintain relatively constant gain regardless
of delay setting (tile gains are calibrated post-correlation).
The delay steps are multiples of 435 picoseconds, allowing

Figure 6. MWA tiles and analog beamformers deployed in the field.
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Figure 2. Plan of the MWA infrastructure, as built at the MRO. The hub referred to in the text is located at (0, −200),
with seven radial trench lines shown in red. Receiver locations are marked as red crosses and tile positions are marked
as blue squares.

The final connection to receiver is by means of a standard
three-pin plug and socket.

The CPF houses the MWA post-receiver signal process-
ing equipment within 16 Schroff LHX20 water cooled 19-
inch cabinets (42U height ×800 mm width × 1 200 mm
depth).

2.2 Array Configuration

The initially envisaged MWA design consisted of 512 tiles
distributed with a r−2 density profile for radii of 50–750 m,
with a flat distribution of tiles inside 50 m and 16 outlying
tiles at !1 500-m radius (Lonsdale et al. 2009). This profile
provided smooth uv coverage with a strong concentration of
short baselines at the scales relevant for EoR power spectrum
measurements (Beardsley et al. 2012), the excellent snapshot
imaging needed for transients and holographic calibration (B.
Hazelton et al., in preparation).

In re-scoping the array to 128 tiles, we maximised science
capacity by keeping the key figures of the original layout: ex-

cellent snapshot uv coverage, a concentrated core of tiles for
Epoch of Reionisation (EoR) power spectrum measurements,
and longer baselines for solar observations. This has led us
to place 25% of the tiles within a dense 100-m diameter core,
with a very smooth tile distribution out to 1.5-km diameter
and 16 tiles in an outer region of 3-km diameter. The resulting
tile distribution is shown in Figure 3 and the snapshot single-
frequency uv coverage is shown in Figure 4. The coordinates
of the centre of the array are: latitude −26°42′11′ ′.94986;
longitude 116°40′14′ ′.93485; elevation 377.827 m.

Even in the remote Australian desert, there are areas of
rock outcroppings, emergency runways, flood zones, and
heritage areas where tiles cannot be placed. Beardsley et al.
(2012) detail a new tile placement algorithm that produces
extremely smooth snapshot uv distributions in the presence
of ground exclusion zones. Noting that over- and under-
densities in the uv plane act like two-dimensional wave pack-
ets to produce PSF (array beam) sidelobes, the new method
uses a Bessel decomposition of the uv plane to create very
smooth baseline distributions.

PASA, 30, e007 (2013)
doi:10.1017/pasa.2012.007
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Figure 3. Top: an aerial map of the central 112 antennas of the MWA
layout, indicated by white 5 × 5 m squares. The layout features a dense core
of antennas within 50 m of the array centre, with a very smooth distribution
of antennas out to a 750-m radius. The arrows indicate the direction to the
outer 16 antennas for high angular resolution imaging which are in a rough
ring of !1.5-km radius. The purple regions indicate the electrical footprints
of each of the 16 receivers, each servicing eight antennas. Bottom: a zoom
into the central !1 km of the array configuration.

2.3 Tiles and Analog Beamformers

The MWA antenna system is composed of the active and
passive components described below. These components,
when connected together, form a ‘tile’ and analog beam-

Figure 4. Top: the snapshot of the single-frequency uv coverage for the cen-
tral 112 antennas. Bottom: the snapshot of the single-frequency uv coverage
for the full array.

former (Figures 5 and 6). The MWA has deployed 128 an-
tenna tiles and beamformers, in a configuration described in
Section 2.2.

A 5 × 5 m2 mesh reflecting screen (effectively a plane mir-
ror over the MWA operating frequency range), consisting of a
galvanised steel wire mesh with 50 mm × 50 mm wire spac-
ing and 3.15-mm wire thickness, forms the ground screen for
each tile. These ground screens rest directly on the ground,
each positioned to align within 2° of north–south/east–west,
within 1°.5 of perpendicular to the zenith, and with less than
5-cm deviations from planarity across each ground screen.
The ground screen is composed of three rectangular sheets
spot welded together sufficiently well to provide a continu-
ous electrical path and is electrically connected to the metal
chassis of the analog beamformer which, through a dedicated

PASA, 30, e007 (2013)
doi:10.1017/pasa.2012.007
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Figure 6. The measured MWA tile beampattern for
the zenith pointing is plotted in dB relative to its bore-
sight gain (top). Beams of the EW (NS) oriented an-
tennas are shown in the left (right) column. The maps
are in sine projection with North at the top and East at
the right. Dashed circles mark 20, 40, 60, and 80 de-
grees from zenith. We show measured and model beam-
patterns (middle) and deviations from the model (bot-
tom) on slices through the E (red) and H (blue) antenna
planes. Dashed lines in the bottom panel show the model
of Sutinjo et al. [2015] relative to the analytic model. Ver-
tical dotted lines mark the model FWHM of ⇠23 degrees
at 137 MHz.

2480 dipole 
128 tile 
8128 baseline 
Collecting area 2000m2

Maximum baseline 2864m

Images : Tingay et al 2012
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Figure 6. The measured MWA tile beampattern for
the zenith pointing is plotted in dB relative to its bore-
sight gain (top). Beams of the EW (NS) oriented an-
tennas are shown in the left (right) column. The maps
are in sine projection with North at the top and East at
the right. Dashed circles mark 20, 40, 60, and 80 de-
grees from zenith. We show measured and model beam-
patterns (middle) and deviations from the model (bot-
tom) on slices through the E (red) and H (blue) antenna
planes. Dashed lines in the bottom panel show the model
of Sutinjo et al. [2015] relative to the analytic model. Ver-
tical dotted lines mark the model FWHM of ⇠23 degrees
at 137 MHz.

Side lobes

Beamforming Errors in MWA Antenna Tiles 3

Fig. 2.— Ideal (no beamforming errors) beams for a zenith pointing (left) and a representative o↵-zenith pointing (right) shown in
sine-projection in units of dB at 150MHz. The o↵-zenith beam is pointed at (✓,�) = (53�, 101�).

antenna element (MWA tile) is a 4⇥4 grid of dual-
polarization bowtie dipoles with center-to-center spac-
ing of 1.1m (half-wavelength at 136MHz) centered on a
5m⇥5m wire mesh ground screen (Figure 1). The sig-
nals from the 16 antennas (each with a dual-polarization
LNA) are summed in an analog beamformer with se-
lectable delay lines, capable of applying phase gradients
across the grid of dipoles to steer a beam of width full-
width-at-half-max 25�/(⌫/150MHz) to elevations as low
as 30�. We characterize the beamformer paths for de-
lay bits 00000 (0 ns) and 11111 (13 ns); the actual EOR
delays corresponding to elevations above 60� are typ-
ically 5 ns or smaller, and thus, in between these two
cases. Figure 2 shows the zenith beam as well as a rep-
resentative o↵-zenith beam. The first field tests on an
early version of the MWA tile were presented by Bowman
et al. (2007), followed up by anechoic chamber measure-
ments (Williams 2012) and satellite-based measurements
(Neben et al. 2015).
We characterize gain and group delay variation among

the cables, LNAs, and beamformer signal paths that
comprise an MWA tile through precision vector network
analyzer (VNA) measurements of these components. We
employ an experimental setup that mitigates the chal-
lenges generally faced by such low frequency RF mea-
surements such as reflections at interfaces or due to ca-
ble bending, parasitic RF coupling, VNA noise, and sat-
uration of analog components. We discuss uncertainty
estimation and perform repeatability checks.
In addition, tilts and misalignments of the deployed

MWA tiles contribute to antenna-to-antenna beam vari-
ation and concomitant beam mismodeling. We charac-
terize these e↵ects using the known MWA tile positions
and elevations.

2.2. Gain and Group Delay Experiments

Gain and group delay measurements are conducted on
LNAs, dipole cables, and beamformer paths using the
setups described in more detail in the sections below.
In all cases, we perform measurements over the band
100�200MHz, then retain the group delay and gain RMS
at 150MHz for our beamforming error budget; the RMS
is observed to be relatively frequency-independent over
this band. Note that the physical gains and phases show

some frequency dependence across this band, but only
relative di↵erences between the sixteen dipole pathways
distort the beam pattern. The mean gain and group delay
through the 16 signal paths are absorbed into each tile’s
calibration amplitude and phase. For the same reason,
gains and group delays of the VNA and measurement
cables are irrelevant.
We use an Anritsu MS2024A vector network analyzer

set to low probe power (-30 dBm) and 30 trace averaging.
The VNA is optimized for wide band (GHz) measure-
ments, and we mitigate small-scale (sub MHz) systemat-
ics through binning to 16MHz. In each of these windows,
we average the gains measured at 0.36MHz resolution,
and compute the mean group delay by fitting a ramp
to the measured phases. We perform repeated measure-
ments on each component after disconnecting and recon-
necting the entire measurement setup in order to esti-
mate uncertainties due to slight bending of probe cables
or imperfect cable connections.

2.2.1. LNA Measurements

Precision LNA measurements are particularly chal-
lenging in a laboratory setting given their exposed leads
which, in a deployment environment, are fed balanced
input by two dipole arms. Figure 3(a) shows a dia-
gram of our solution. We use a 180� two-way power
splitter (Mini-Circuits ZFSCJ-2-3-S+) to split the VNA
probe signal into two balanced inputs to the LNA, both
mounted above an aluminum plate to mitigate RF cou-
pling (Figure 4). The aluminum plate is grounded to the
splitter case, and then to the VNA probe cable shield.
We fabricated angle connectors to secure the LNA leads
to the center conductors of the power splitter outputs
with as little exposed wire as possible. The LNA is pow-
ered through a Bias-T (Mini-Circuits ZFBT-4R2G-FT+)
with a 5VDC power supply.
We use this testing setup to characterize 16 single-

polarization LNAs. Due to their di↵erent cable lead
lengths, the X and Y boards have systematically di↵er-
ent group delays which we correct for the subsequent
analysis. As bending of these leads contributes to group
delay variation among di↵erent LNAs, the LNA design
was subsequently modified to fit both polarizations on
the same circuit board and eliminate the excess lead ca-

Ideal model (zenith)

Primary beam 
~20°
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Figure 6. The measured MWA tile beampattern for
the zenith pointing is plotted in dB relative to its bore-
sight gain (top). Beams of the EW (NS) oriented an-
tennas are shown in the left (right) column. The maps
are in sine projection with North at the top and East at
the right. Dashed circles mark 20, 40, 60, and 80 de-
grees from zenith. We show measured and model beam-
patterns (middle) and deviations from the model (bot-
tom) on slices through the E (red) and H (blue) antenna
planes. Dashed lines in the bottom panel show the model
of Sutinjo et al. [2015] relative to the analytic model. Ver-
tical dotted lines mark the model FWHM of ⇠23 degrees
at 137 MHz.

Difference between  
model (line) and observation (points)

Observed beam (zenith)

Neben et al 2015 & 2016
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Figure 1. An overview of the MWA reionization observation strategy. The background image is a cartesian view of the sky at radio
wavelengthsa and the circles indicate the deep fields observed by the MWA EoR project. Here we are focusing on field 0, centered on Dec
-27� and RA 0h. Inset is a foreground subtracted image of the field made using the Real Time System (described more completely in 3.1).
A model of smooth (Galactic and unresolved) emission has not been subtracted and dominates the residual map of this 22� wide image.
Not visible in this average map is variation from channel to channel caused by sources far beyond the field of view which shows up as the
wedge in 2d power spectra.
aVisualization compiled from NVSS (Condon et al. 1998), SUMSS (Mauch et al. 2003), and (de Oliveira-Costa et al. 2008)

2.4. Interference Flagging

Each snapshot is flagged for interference using the
AOFlagger (O↵ringa et al. 2010)3 algorithm which ap-
plies a high pass filter to remove foregrounds, uses the
SumThreshold algorithm to search for line-shaped out-
liers and then applies a scale invariant rank operator to
the resulting mask which identifies certain morphological
features.
As described in O↵ringa et al. (2015), the interference

environment at the Murchison Radio-astronomy Obser-
vatory is relatively benign and generally requires flagging
of about 1.1% of the data. After flagging the data are av-
eraged to 2 seconds and 80kHz, reducing the data volume
by a factor of 8.

3. POWER SPECTRUM PIPELINES

In this section we introduce the basic pipeline com-
ponents, define some terms common to all, and then in
sections 3.1-3.5 give finer grain descriptions of the spe-
cific implementations.
The 21 cm brightness at high redshift is weak and de-

tectable by first generation instruments only in statistical
measures such as the power spectrum. The spectral line
signal is a three dimensional probe, two spatial dimen-
sions and a third from the mapping of the spectral axis to
line-of-sight distance via the Hubble relation. 3D power
spectra are computed at multiple redshift slices through
the observed band and then, taking advantage of the cos-
mological signal’s statistical isotropy, averaged in shells
of constant wavenumber k. The power spectrum is well

3sourceforge.net/projects/aoflagger

matched to an interferometer, which natively measures
spatial correlation; the baseline vector maps to the per-
pendicular wavemode k?. An additional Fourier trans-
form in the spectral dimension provides kk.
The principal challenge to detecting 21 cm at very high

redshifts is foreground emission. At frequencies below
200MHz the dominant sources are synchrotron emissions
from the local and extragalactic sources. Synchrotron
is generally characterized by a smooth spectrum which
rises as a power law towards lower frequencies. The lo-
cal Galactic neighborhood has a significant amount of
spatially smooth power appearing at short k? modes;
extragalactic point sources appear equally on all angular
scales and dominate over the Galaxy on long k? modes.
Our analysis pipeline has two main components: one

which removes foregrounds–leaving as small a residual
as possible—and a second which computes an estimate
of the power spectrum. Foreground subtraction is gen-
erally the domain of calibration and imaging software
where the focus is on building an accurate forward model
of the telescope and foregrounds. Challenges include:
ionospheric distortion, a very wide field of view, primary
beam uncertainty, polarization leakage, and catalog in-
accuracy. Though a number of calibration and imag-
ing software packages—such as CASA and Miriad—are
available, these challenges have necessitated the creation
of custom software. As an added benefit, having de-
velopmental control of the imager enables the export of
additional information describing the observation which
are necessary for the calculation of power spectrum un-
certainties as described below.
As we mentioned in the introduction, a horizon-to-

Field 0 : centered on Dec -27°, RA 0h 
Three fields for EoR

Image : Jacobs et al 2016
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Table 2

MWA EoR Pipeline components

Short Name Name Citations

Cotter AOFlagger + Averaging O↵ringa et al. (2010)
RTS Real Time System Mitchell et al. (2008); Ord et al. (2010)
FHD Fast Holographic Deconvolution Sullivan et al. (2012)1

"ppsilon Error Propagated Power Spectrum with InterLeaved Observed Noise Hazelton et al. 2016, in prep

2

CHIPS Cosmological HI Power Spectrum Trott et al. (2016)
EmpCov Empirical Covariance Estimator Dillon et al. (2015)

1 github.com/miguelfmorales/FHD
2 github.com/miguelfmorales/eppsilon

Figure 2. Parallel pipelines with cross-connections after foreground subtraction and imaging are compared against each other. Pipelines
used to reach the cited power spectrum results are indicated with thin lines; citations for each block are listed in Table 2. Cotter uses
AOFlagger to flag RFI and averages by a factor of 8. The averaged data are passed to either FHD or RTS for calibration, foreground
subtraction and imaging. Both of these packages generate integrated residual spectral image cubes as well as matching cubes of weights
and variances. "ppsilon and EmpCov use these cubes to estimate the power spectrum. Meanwhile, CHIPS taps into the RTS and FHD
data stream to get calibrated and foreground-subtracted time-ordered visibilities which it then grids with its own instrument model to
estimate the power spectrum.

only corrected for ionospheric o↵sets. For this work, 5
sources are used as full DD calibrators and 1000 sources
are set as ionospheric calibrators. The CML is repeated
until the gain and ionospheric fits converge to stable val-
ues. A single bandpass for each tile is found by fitting
a 2nd order polynomial to each 1.28MHz-wide coarse
channel. The ⇠1000 strongest sources are then sub-
tracted from the calibrated visibilities. Calibration and
model subtraction parameters are summarized in Table
3. Model subtracted visibilities are passed to the RTS
imager and to the CHIPS power spectrum estimator.
The RTS imager uses a snapshot imaging approach to

mitigate wide-field and direction-dependent polarization
e↵ects. Following calibration, the residual visibilities are
first gridded to form instrumental polarization images
which are co-planar with the array. These images are
then regridded into the HEALpix (Górski et al. 2005)
frame with wide-field corrections. Weighted instrument
polarization images are stored, along with weight images
containing the Mueller matrix terms, so that further inte-
gration can be done outside of the RTS. It is also possible
to use the fitted ionospheric calibrator o↵sets to apply a
correction for ionospheric e↵ects across the field during
the regridding step or subtraction of catalog sources, but

in this work this correction has not been applied. These
snapshot data and weight cubes are then integrated in
time to produce a single HEALpix cube. This cube, av-
eraged over the spectrum, is shown, with and without
foregrounds, in Figure 3.

3.2. Calibration and Imager #2: FHD

Fast Holographic Deconvolution (FHD, Sullivan et al.
(2012)) is an imaging algorithm designed for very wide
field of view interferometers with direction- and antenna-
dependent beam patterns. Simulated beam patterns are
used to grid visibilities to the uv plane and the reverse
operation of turning gridded cubes into time-ordered vis-
ibilities. This simulation of weights provides a necessary
accounting of information loss caused by the inherent
size of the dipole element. As it is designed from the
ground up to account for the widefield e↵ects inherent in
the MWA it has grown to include a full range of tasks
such as calibration and simulation. In this pipeline the
framework is used to both calibrate and image the data.
The FHD calibration pipeline generates a model data

set, computes a calibration solution which minimizes the
di↵erence with the data, smooths the calibration solu-
tion to minimize the number of free parameters, and
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AOFlagger to flag RFI and averages by a factor of 8. The averaged data are passed to either FHD or RTS for calibration, foreground
subtraction and imaging. Both of these packages generate integrated residual spectral image cubes as well as matching cubes of weights
and variances. "ppsilon and EmpCov use these cubes to estimate the power spectrum. Meanwhile, CHIPS taps into the RTS and FHD
data stream to get calibrated and foreground-subtracted time-ordered visibilities which it then grids with its own instrument model to
estimate the power spectrum.

only corrected for ionospheric o↵sets. For this work, 5
sources are used as full DD calibrators and 1000 sources
are set as ionospheric calibrators. The CML is repeated
until the gain and ionospheric fits converge to stable val-
ues. A single bandpass for each tile is found by fitting
a 2nd order polynomial to each 1.28MHz-wide coarse
channel. The ⇠1000 strongest sources are then sub-
tracted from the calibrated visibilities. Calibration and
model subtraction parameters are summarized in Table
3. Model subtracted visibilities are passed to the RTS
imager and to the CHIPS power spectrum estimator.
The RTS imager uses a snapshot imaging approach to

mitigate wide-field and direction-dependent polarization
e↵ects. Following calibration, the residual visibilities are
first gridded to form instrumental polarization images
which are co-planar with the array. These images are
then regridded into the HEALpix (Górski et al. 2005)
frame with wide-field corrections. Weighted instrument
polarization images are stored, along with weight images
containing the Mueller matrix terms, so that further inte-
gration can be done outside of the RTS. It is also possible
to use the fitted ionospheric calibrator o↵sets to apply a
correction for ionospheric e↵ects across the field during
the regridding step or subtraction of catalog sources, but

in this work this correction has not been applied. These
snapshot data and weight cubes are then integrated in
time to produce a single HEALpix cube. This cube, av-
eraged over the spectrum, is shown, with and without
foregrounds, in Figure 3.

3.2. Calibration and Imager #2: FHD

Fast Holographic Deconvolution (FHD, Sullivan et al.
(2012)) is an imaging algorithm designed for very wide
field of view interferometers with direction- and antenna-
dependent beam patterns. Simulated beam patterns are
used to grid visibilities to the uv plane and the reverse
operation of turning gridded cubes into time-ordered vis-
ibilities. This simulation of weights provides a necessary
accounting of information loss caused by the inherent
size of the dipole element. As it is designed from the
ground up to account for the widefield e↵ects inherent in
the MWA it has grown to include a full range of tasks
such as calibration and simulation. In this pipeline the
framework is used to both calibrate and image the data.
The FHD calibration pipeline generates a model data

set, computes a calibration solution which minimizes the
di↵erence with the data, smooths the calibration solu-
tion to minimize the number of free parameters, and

6 D. Jacobs

Table 2

MWA EoR Pipeline components

Short Name Name Citations

Cotter AOFlagger + Averaging O↵ringa et al. (2010)
RTS Real Time System Mitchell et al. (2008); Ord et al. (2010)
FHD Fast Holographic Deconvolution Sullivan et al. (2012)1
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used to reach the cited power spectrum results are indicated with thin lines; citations for each block are listed in Table 2. Cotter uses
AOFlagger to flag RFI and averages by a factor of 8. The averaged data are passed to either FHD or RTS for calibration, foreground
subtraction and imaging. Both of these packages generate integrated residual spectral image cubes as well as matching cubes of weights
and variances. "ppsilon and EmpCov use these cubes to estimate the power spectrum. Meanwhile, CHIPS taps into the RTS and FHD
data stream to get calibrated and foreground-subtracted time-ordered visibilities which it then grids with its own instrument model to
estimate the power spectrum.

only corrected for ionospheric o↵sets. For this work, 5
sources are used as full DD calibrators and 1000 sources
are set as ionospheric calibrators. The CML is repeated
until the gain and ionospheric fits converge to stable val-
ues. A single bandpass for each tile is found by fitting
a 2nd order polynomial to each 1.28MHz-wide coarse
channel. The ⇠1000 strongest sources are then sub-
tracted from the calibrated visibilities. Calibration and
model subtraction parameters are summarized in Table
3. Model subtracted visibilities are passed to the RTS
imager and to the CHIPS power spectrum estimator.
The RTS imager uses a snapshot imaging approach to

mitigate wide-field and direction-dependent polarization
e↵ects. Following calibration, the residual visibilities are
first gridded to form instrumental polarization images
which are co-planar with the array. These images are
then regridded into the HEALpix (Górski et al. 2005)
frame with wide-field corrections. Weighted instrument
polarization images are stored, along with weight images
containing the Mueller matrix terms, so that further inte-
gration can be done outside of the RTS. It is also possible
to use the fitted ionospheric calibrator o↵sets to apply a
correction for ionospheric e↵ects across the field during
the regridding step or subtraction of catalog sources, but

in this work this correction has not been applied. These
snapshot data and weight cubes are then integrated in
time to produce a single HEALpix cube. This cube, av-
eraged over the spectrum, is shown, with and without
foregrounds, in Figure 3.

3.2. Calibration and Imager #2: FHD

Fast Holographic Deconvolution (FHD, Sullivan et al.
(2012)) is an imaging algorithm designed for very wide
field of view interferometers with direction- and antenna-
dependent beam patterns. Simulated beam patterns are
used to grid visibilities to the uv plane and the reverse
operation of turning gridded cubes into time-ordered vis-
ibilities. This simulation of weights provides a necessary
accounting of information loss caused by the inherent
size of the dipole element. As it is designed from the
ground up to account for the widefield e↵ects inherent in
the MWA it has grown to include a full range of tasks
such as calibration and simulation. In this pipeline the
framework is used to both calibrate and image the data.
The FHD calibration pipeline generates a model data

set, computes a calibration solution which minimizes the
di↵erence with the data, smooths the calibration solu-
tion to minimize the number of free parameters, and

Drift scan dataを使ったデモンストレーションを行う。

Jacobs et al 2016
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Drift scan survey with MWA
Drift scan 
アンテナのビームの向きをzenithに固定し、空を掃くように観測 
メリット 
・ビームの形が安定しているので、キャリブレーションがしやすい 
・観測領域が広い 
!
デメリット 
・全観測領域で点源のカタログが必要 (EoR fieldの外)

Neben et al 2016

Beamforming Errors in MWA Antenna Tiles 3

Fig. 2.— Ideal (no beamforming errors) beams for a zenith pointing (left) and a representative o↵-zenith pointing (right) shown in
sine-projection in units of dB at 150MHz. The o↵-zenith beam is pointed at (✓,�) = (53�, 101�).

antenna element (MWA tile) is a 4⇥4 grid of dual-
polarization bowtie dipoles with center-to-center spac-
ing of 1.1m (half-wavelength at 136MHz) centered on a
5m⇥5m wire mesh ground screen (Figure 1). The sig-
nals from the 16 antennas (each with a dual-polarization
LNA) are summed in an analog beamformer with se-
lectable delay lines, capable of applying phase gradients
across the grid of dipoles to steer a beam of width full-
width-at-half-max 25�/(⌫/150MHz) to elevations as low
as 30�. We characterize the beamformer paths for de-
lay bits 00000 (0 ns) and 11111 (13 ns); the actual EOR
delays corresponding to elevations above 60� are typ-
ically 5 ns or smaller, and thus, in between these two
cases. Figure 2 shows the zenith beam as well as a rep-
resentative o↵-zenith beam. The first field tests on an
early version of the MWA tile were presented by Bowman
et al. (2007), followed up by anechoic chamber measure-
ments (Williams 2012) and satellite-based measurements
(Neben et al. 2015).
We characterize gain and group delay variation among

the cables, LNAs, and beamformer signal paths that
comprise an MWA tile through precision vector network
analyzer (VNA) measurements of these components. We
employ an experimental setup that mitigates the chal-
lenges generally faced by such low frequency RF mea-
surements such as reflections at interfaces or due to ca-
ble bending, parasitic RF coupling, VNA noise, and sat-
uration of analog components. We discuss uncertainty
estimation and perform repeatability checks.
In addition, tilts and misalignments of the deployed

MWA tiles contribute to antenna-to-antenna beam vari-
ation and concomitant beam mismodeling. We charac-
terize these e↵ects using the known MWA tile positions
and elevations.

2.2. Gain and Group Delay Experiments

Gain and group delay measurements are conducted on
LNAs, dipole cables, and beamformer paths using the
setups described in more detail in the sections below.
In all cases, we perform measurements over the band
100�200MHz, then retain the group delay and gain RMS
at 150MHz for our beamforming error budget; the RMS
is observed to be relatively frequency-independent over
this band. Note that the physical gains and phases show

some frequency dependence across this band, but only
relative di↵erences between the sixteen dipole pathways
distort the beam pattern. The mean gain and group delay
through the 16 signal paths are absorbed into each tile’s
calibration amplitude and phase. For the same reason,
gains and group delays of the VNA and measurement
cables are irrelevant.
We use an Anritsu MS2024A vector network analyzer

set to low probe power (-30 dBm) and 30 trace averaging.
The VNA is optimized for wide band (GHz) measure-
ments, and we mitigate small-scale (sub MHz) systemat-
ics through binning to 16MHz. In each of these windows,
we average the gains measured at 0.36MHz resolution,
and compute the mean group delay by fitting a ramp
to the measured phases. We perform repeated measure-
ments on each component after disconnecting and recon-
necting the entire measurement setup in order to esti-
mate uncertainties due to slight bending of probe cables
or imperfect cable connections.

2.2.1. LNA Measurements

Precision LNA measurements are particularly chal-
lenging in a laboratory setting given their exposed leads
which, in a deployment environment, are fed balanced
input by two dipole arms. Figure 3(a) shows a dia-
gram of our solution. We use a 180� two-way power
splitter (Mini-Circuits ZFSCJ-2-3-S+) to split the VNA
probe signal into two balanced inputs to the LNA, both
mounted above an aluminum plate to mitigate RF cou-
pling (Figure 4). The aluminum plate is grounded to the
splitter case, and then to the VNA probe cable shield.
We fabricated angle connectors to secure the LNA leads
to the center conductors of the power splitter outputs
with as little exposed wire as possible. The LNA is pow-
ered through a Bias-T (Mini-Circuits ZFBT-4R2G-FT+)
with a 5VDC power supply.
We use this testing setup to characterize 16 single-

polarization LNAs. Due to their di↵erent cable lead
lengths, the X and Y boards have systematically di↵er-
ent group delays which we correct for the subsequent
analysis. As bending of these leads contributes to group
delay variation among di↵erent LNAs, the LNA design
was subsequently modified to fit both polarizations on
the same circuit board and eliminate the excess lead ca-
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Drift scan data
Data property

Pointing Center RA,Dec = 0.0, -26.70

Imaging Center  
from RA,Dec = 23.7, -26.70 to RA,Dec = 1.25, -26.70

Center frequency = 182.415 MHz 
Bandwidth = 30.72 MHz
Snapshot :112s  
Total : 1.5 hour
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Calibration : flagging
Flagging & Average 

6 A. R. Offringa et al.
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Figure 2.: RFI occupancy per subband, calculated over all observation nights except GLEAM 2014-03-17. The latter has been
left out because it is affected by DTV. The horizontal gray line represents the false-positives rate of the RFI detection. The
RFI fractions are consistently higher than the false-positives rate because of transient broad-band RFI.

2014-03-17. The latter is the only night affected by inter-
ference from digital TV (DTV), and will be analysed later in
this section. RFI occupancy is calculated as the percentage of
discrete visibilities that are detected as RFI by the flagger at
the resolution of the correlator output. The FM bands around
100 MHz and the ORBCOMM bands around 138 MHz are
clearly present in the data. Excluding the RFI from DTV, the
EoR high band is slightly cleaner than the EoR low band,
and its worst subband at 188.2 MHz has 1.03% occupancy.
The sub-bands at 145.9 and 149.8 MHz in the EoR low band
have both 2.1% occupancy.

The residual noise levels after flagging can be used to val-
idate whether the flagged data are free of RFI. In Fig. 3, the
residual noise levels are plotted per high-resolution channel
for each of the observations. Observation ‘GLEAM 2014-
03-17’ shows residual DTV interference, both in the fre-
quency range 174–195 MHz (radio frequencies (RF) 6, 7
and 8) and 216–230 MHz (RF 11 and 12), and it is clear that

this RFI has not been adequately flagged. Therefore, DTV
interference has to be detected with another method. Addi-
tionally, some channels in the FM radio band show higher
standard deviations as a result of the smaller amount of avail-
able data after flagging and possibly because of RFI leakage.
Nevertheless, because the effect is small these frequencies
can be calibrated and imaged without a problem. FM-band
RFI is noticeably worse when pointing at the southern hori-
zon, however beyond this we do not have sufficient data to
explore any correlation between pointing direction and RFI.
The subband at 137 MHz that is occupied by ORBCOMM is
hard to calibrate because of the small amount of residual data
per channel, and possibly also because of residual RFI. With
the exception of the ORBCOMM frequencies and DTV af-
fected nights, the RFI detection employed in COTTER is suf-
ficient to allow calibration and imaging without further RFI
mitigation efforts. This has been verified by early imaging
results from the GLEAM survey and the MWA commission-

PASA (2015)
doi:10.1017/pas.2015.xxx

RFI occupancy per subband

AOFLAGGER : Automatic flag coarse band and RFI.    

flagging of about 1% of the data

Data averaging    

2~4s and 40~80kHz   

to reduce data volume

Offringa et al 2015
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RTS Real Time System
Data processes each 112s snapshots & 40kHz channels

FG model : catalogs of point sources (PUMA) 
      after calibration, model is subtracted from data 

Ionosphere cal & Gain cal by using point sources

MITCHELL et al.: REAL-TIME CALIBRATOR MEASUREMENTS 5

Fig. 2. Parallelization of the CML. The processing for a single calibrator is shown, moving in sequence from left to right. Each horizontal chain is processed
by a single compute node, with low-bandwidth intercommunication occurring only at a few key places. Blue lines indicate visibilities, other colors show
meta-data, with dashed lines indicating potential data paths.

1) Rotate visibilities and sum over frequency: Add
back into the visibility set the contribution from
the current calibrator that was subtracted during the
initial source subtraction step. Set the phase center
of the visibilities to the estimated calibrator position
and average across the K frequency channels, as
shown in section III-A. For the MWA, some of
the longer baselines will be stored with integration
times shorter than �t. These will also be averaged
together at this stage. The averaged visibilities are
saved as a new visibility set with reduced thermal
noise. Averaging at this point also substantially
reduces the number of computing operations per-
formed by the CML.

2) Ionospheric refraction measurements: Each node
creates intermediate sums for the quantities de-
scribed in section III-B. These sums are gathered
from each of the nodes to constrain the pan-
frequency ionospheric refraction measurement. For
isoplanatic patch sizes of ⇠ 4

� and image sizes of ⇠
30

�, we would need at least 50 or 60 sources in the
field of view to describe the phase variation of each
patch. Optimally, we would like to oversample these
variations by a factor of at least a few. After the fit,
the parameters are broadcast back to the nodes and
the phase center of each averaged visibility set is
shifted to this new position. This is shown by green
lines in Fig. 2.

3) Instrumental gain measurements: Each node then
performs the least squares optimization for the po-
larized voltage gain of each antenna, as described
in section III-C. If a higher signal-to-noise ratio
is required, the data from each sub-band can be

gathered together for a full-band fit. This is shown
by red lines in Fig. 2.

4) Source subtraction: If the gain and ionosphere mea-
surements pass a set of goodness-of-fit tests, they
are used to peel the source from the full resolu-
tion visibility set, thus correcting the initial source
subtraction that was based on old data. Otherwise
the initial source subtraction is repeated. If there are
more calibrators in the list, loop back to step 1.

A. Rotate Visibilities and Sum over Frequency

At the start of the loop for calibrator c, the visibilities have
had all of the other calibrators peeled off – stronger ones
modeled using the current data, weaker ones modeled using
less recent data. We will use bVjk,c,fa

to designate the peeled
visibility matrix for frequency channel fa. All of the matrices
in the sub-band are rotated to be phase centered at the location
of the calibrator and summed across frequency,

V0(K)
jk,c,f0

=

1

K

KX

a=1

bV0
jk,c,fa

⌘jk,c,fa

exp{+i�jk,c,fa}

⇡ Rjk,c,f0 exp{�i��jk,c,f0} + N (K)
jk,c,f0

,

(3)

where the superscript (K) indicates an average over K fre-
quency channels, ⌘jk,c,f is the product of any undesirable
baseline dependent multiplicative factors, such as bandpass
shape and decorrelation, and f0 is the central frequency. As
before, the prime indicates that there is an apparent phase
shift due to the ionosphere. The error term N (K)

jk,c,f0
contains

a rotated version of the noise, Njk,f , and residual sidelobes
due to errors in the calibrator source subtraction.

Visibility based Cal

Mitchell et al 2008

4

kk modes. Put more succinctly, for an interferometer,
baseline length b maps to cosmological k? and delay ⌧
maps to kk.
The power of this simple formalism is that we can now

map the e↵ects of the primary beam, which enter into
a visibility measurement in a well-known way, to cosmo-
logical Fourier space and the power spectrum P (k?, kk).
We begin with the form of a visibility in the flat-sky ap-
proximation (Thompson et al. 2001)37:

V
b

(⌫) =

Z
dl dmA(l,m, ⌫) I(l,m, ⌫) e�2⇡i(ul+vm), (3)

where A is the primary beam, I is the sky brightness
distribution, l and m are direction cosines on the sky,
⌫ is frequency, and u and v are the projected baseline
lengths on the ground plane measured in wavelengths.
We can rewrite this expression in terms of the geometric
delay ⌧

g

(Parsons & Backer 2009):

V
b

(⌫) =

Z
dl dm A(l,m, ⌫) I(l,m, ⌫) e�2⇡i⌫⌧g , (4)

where

⌧
g

=
b · ŝ

c
=

1

c
(b

x

l + b
y

m), (5)

b ⌘ (b
x

, b
y

) is the baseline vector measured in meters
(i.e. u ⌘ (u, v) = ⌫b/c), and ŝ ⌘ (l,m). Doing the
delay-transform given by Equation 2 gives us a delay-
spectrum:

Ṽ
b

(⌧) =

Z
dl dm d⌫ A(l,m, ⌫) I(l,m, ⌫) e�2⇡i⌫(⌧g�⌧).

(6)
If we make the pedagogical assumption that both A and
I are independent of frequency, we can straightforwardly
do the delay transform integral38:

Ṽ
b

(⌧) =

Z
dl dm A(l,m) I(l,m) �(⌧

g

� ⌧). (7)

Since Equation 5 relates the geometric delay ⌧
g

to a spe-
cific set of sky direction cosines (l,m), the delta function
selects a subset of sky positions which contribute to each
⌧ mode in the delay spectrum, albeit with a baseline-
dependent non-trivial mapping between sky position and
⌧ . It is always true, however, that sources which appear
at high delays are those which are far from the pointing
center of the instrument (hence the name “horizon limit”
given to the maximum delay a source can appear at in
Parsons et al. 2012b). Following Equation 1, we can say:

P (k?, kk) /

Z
dl dm A(l,m) I(l,m) �(⌧

g

� ⌧)

�2
,

(8)

37 Although use of the flat-sky approximation to derive a wide-
field interferometric e↵ect may seem ill-motivated, it greatly sim-
plifies the math in this pedagogical treatment. See Parsons et al.
(2012a,b) and Thyagarajan et al. (2015b,a) for a discussion of the
subtleties introduced by the curved sky into the delay formalism.

38 Parsons et al. (2012b) showed that both the frequency-
dependence of A and I create a convolving kernel, broadening the
footprint of each delay mode. The ramifications of this e↵ect are
discussed below, but only complicate the pedagogical nature of the
current analysis.

where the length of baseline b sets k?, and ⌧ / kk. This
analysis therefore implies that sources at large delays (i.e.
sources near the edges of the field of view, by Equation 5)
contaminate the highest kk modes of the wedge (k?, kk)
space. Although not always stated as directly, this result
was also found in Morales et al. (2012); Vedantham et al.
(2012); Thyagarajan et al. (2013) and Liu et al. (2014a)
using entirely independent formalisms.
Equation 8 also shows the main result we wished to de-

rive in this section: the (smooth spectrum) sky emission
I(l,m) which appears in each delay mode is multiplica-
tively attenuated by the primary beam of the instrument.
Therefore, the foreground emission which contaminates
those kk modes measured by a single baseline will itself
be attenuated by a (distorted) slice through the square
of the primary beam of the instrument. This result is
schematically illustrated in Figure 1. Note that because

Figure 1. A schematic diagram of the e↵ects discussed here. The
primary beam attenuates foregrounds in the kk direction.

delay space is a one-dimensional projection of the sky
coordinates (c.f. Equation 5), the attenuating beam in
a kk spectrum will vary depending on the orientation
of the baseline. On an east/west baseline, for example,
the delay axis probes the relative east/west position of
the source and is insensitive to north/south translations
in source positions. Such a baseline will therefore clearly
show the e↵ects of the eastern and western primary beam
sidelobes in its kk spectrum. Similar logic applies to a
north/south baseline and the northern and southern pri-
mary beam sidelobes. Delays on a northeast/southwest
baseline, however, probe northeast/southwest sky po-
sition, and thus the east-west translation of a source
through the eastern and western sidelobes does not cause
as rapid a change in kk. The net e↵ect is that when all
baselines of the same magnitude are averaged into a k?
bin, these di↵erent kk sidelobe patterns add up and smear
out the location of the sidelobes.
An important but subtle point is that the above deriva-

tion for mapping sky-coordinates into k space was strictly
for flat spectrum emission. As shown in Parsons et al.
(2012b), any spectral structure — whether intrinsic to
the source or the instrumental response — introduces a
convolving kernel that broadens the footprint of each kk
mode in cosmological Fourier space. While this kernel is
narrow for smooth-spectrum foregrounds, spectral struc-

Jelic et al 2008
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Drift scan data : calibration result

x axis : frequency 
y axis : amplitude

Gray panels show flagged tiles.

Preliminary
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Drift scan data : image not peeled
Imaged by RTS 
Point sources not peeled Jy/beam

Preliminary
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Calibration : point source
Point source catalogues : PUMA (Line et al 2016)
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Figure 5.: An example of an accepted isolated match. As there is only one possible combination of sources, and that combination has P1 > P
u

, the
cross-match combination is accepted without investigating the SED.
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Line et al 2016
Catalogues : 	

MWA Commissioning Survey	

Large Array Low Frequency Sky Survey redux	

NRAO VLA Sky Survey	

Molonglo Reference Catalogue
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Drift scan data : image with sources
Point sources listed by PUMA

Jy/beam

Preliminary
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Drift scan data : peeled image
Peeling 1000 point sources

Jy/beam

Preliminary
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– 23 –

Fig. 4.— E-W (left) and N-S (right) cross power spectra when foregrounds are excluded from the estima-
tor. Both polarizations demonstrate foreground power consistent with smooth point sources and large-scale
Galactic emission. The N-S polarization has additional power beyond the theoretical edge of the main pri-
mary beam lobe (into the region approaching the horizon) and corresponds to Galactic emission rising or
setting during the observations.

Drift scan data : future work
Power spectrum
DRIPS will be developed 
2D power spectrum estimator  
based on CHIPS (Trott et al 2016)

Compare with pointing observation

2D power spectrum
Trott et al 2016

First Season MWA EoR 17

Figure 15. One dimensional power spectra for our three sub-bands and both instrumental polarizations. The solid blue line shows the
measured power spectrum with step widths corresponding to the bin size used in the average. Where the measured signal is negative we
plot the absolute value with a dotted line. The gray boxes show the ±2� error bars on the measured power spectrum. Where the boxes
meet the horizontal axis we are consistent with zero. The thin red line is the 1-� noise level, and the magenta line is the 2-� upper limit
for each k bin. A fiducial theoretical model for a fully neutral IGM from Furlanetto et al. (2006) is shown in black for reference.

ria based on catalog resolution and fitting the spectral en-
ergy distribution to a power-law. These criteria allow for
surveys with di↵ering resolutions, which can introduce
confusing sources into the matched process. Primarily
the source catalog was based on the MWA Commission-
ing Survey (MWACS, Hurley-Walker et al. 2014), which
was cross-matched to the 74MHz Very Large Array Low
Frequency Sky Survey redux (VLSSr, Lane et al. 2012),
the Molonglo Reference Catalogue (MRC, Large et al.
1981), the 843MHz Sydney University Molonglo Sky
Survey (SUMSS, Mauch et al. 2003); and the 1.4GHz
NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS, Condon et al. 1998).
MWACS covers approximately 20.5h < RA < 8.5h,
�58� < � < �14�, so to complete the sky coverage
needed, MRC was used as a base catalogue outside of the
MWACS coverage and was matched to VLSSr, SUMSS
and NVSS.
Since RTS has the added step of individual source peel-

ing, there is a greater possibility for numerical calibra-
tion failure. Before passing to CHIPS, a simple quality
assurance step is considered, which is based upon the
variance of residual visibilities in each 1.28 MHz coarse

band. Observations with divergent or unstable calibra-
tions were readily identified by variances far outside the
otherwise observed distribution of values. Of the 1,029
observations calibrated and used by the FHD pipeline,
the RTS+CHIPS pipeline successfully calibrated and in-
cluded 1,003. The remainder failed to calibrate success-
fully, potentially due to adverse ionospheric conditions.
The CHIPS power spectrum estimator applies a full

maximum-likelihood estimator to the data. In its full
form, the data are weighted by the thermal noise, and a
model for the residual point source signal, within a full
frequency-dependent description of the instrument. For
this comparison, the foreground weighting is not used, in
order for a direct comparison with the weighting scheme
used by "ppsilon. The data were divided into the same
three redshift bins, and the 2D and 1D power spectra
formed.
Table 1 displays comparison 2-sigma upper limits,

demonstrating broad consistency between the pipelines.
The RTS+CHIPS best limits appear at a lower k bin
than FHD+"ppsilon, owing to the di↵erent structure
of the foreground leakage for the two pipelines. Fig-

Beardley et al 2016
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Summary
MWAの観測データを使ったキャリブレーション 
 Drift scan data 
 RTS (Mitchel et al 2008)  
 PUMA (Line et al 2016)

今後のMWA-jpの具体的な活動として、 
 Drift scan survey data を使ったデータ解析 
  ・Estimate 2D power spectrum 
  ・Compare with pointing observation 
 Cross correlation with LAE (Kubota+)  
 Cross correlation with CMB (SY+) 


